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Goals for today

• Show that the role of knowledge based competition in diplomacy is 
growing

• That this changes the traditional picture of science diplomacy with its 
orientation on scientific collaboration

• That these changes are caused by changes in the field of science 
technology and innovation (STI) and in the field of foreign relations

• Explore consequences for future directions in global governance

• Show that developments put new demands on diplomats.
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Key-concepts

• Innovation diplomacy is what diplomats do with/for/to/… science, 
technology and innovation.

• Innovation is the process of translating an idea or invention 
(knowledge) into a good or service that creates value (market, social). 

• Innovation policy aims at increasing the opportunities to innovate. 
This may involve a broad set of policy actions related to education, 
research, technology clusters, risk capital, and markets (to name just 
a few).

• Innovation diplomacy is part of foreign policy, with close linkages to 
economic and trade policies  
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Growing role of diplomacy for innovation

• Number of publications
• Policy advisory reports (e.g. Spain, Netherlands, UK, ….)

• Academic courses and training

• Number of STI personnel in embassies

Related activities:
• Foreign Investment Agencies

• Business Support Offices

• Agriculture attachés

• Infrastructure and Environment Attachés

Fading boundaries
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Changes in Science, Technology and 
Innovation
• Knowledge economy

• STI become key factors in economic growth

• Very unevenly distributed (winner takes all platforms, strong agglomeration 
tendencies, increasing scale/scope effects)

• Collaborative open innovation
• Necessary broad range of knowledge inputs only by collaboration

• Competition might be barrier

• Global value chains/networks
• Global markets

• Global inputs
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Changes in Foreign Relations

• Competition and power struggles stepping up, “trust” declines

• “Help thy neighbour” under pressure?

• Protectionism, (technology) nationalism

• Rise of innovation mercantilism: strategies to expand domestic 
innovation capacity and technology exports by manipulating and 
abusing the international trading system

But

• Access to knowledge and markets remains important
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A new global playing field: EU priorities?
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Source: Study on EU positioning 
…….  July, 2016

The case of Photovoltaics (EU-China)

• EU lost production and related technology to China

• China benefits from greening (demand) subsidies in Europe

• Anti-dumping import tariffs on Chinese solar panels (justified? 
contested in EU?)

• New technologies promising in EU, but how to bring production back 
to Europe?

• Open innovation vs protectionism?
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The case of exporting the EU innovation 
model to Latin America
• EU policy of smart specialisation, clusters and innovation hubs

• With few exceptions, LA is greenfield for knowledge based economy 

• E.g. Wageningen University is building linkages with potential LA 
centers in agriculture and environment

• E.g. Fraunhofer Chile with focus on solar, systems biology and 
industrial technologies

• EU projects support building of LA clusters/hubs and connect them 
with European hubs

• Initiatives are based in stakeholder interests and actions, not in 
formal diplomacy 
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Consequences for science and innovation 
diplomacy: two perspectives
1. The innovation (systems) policy perspective

The flow of technology and information among people, enterprises, and 
institutions is key to an innovative process

Guiding this flow is key to raising innovation capabilities in competitive 
environment 

2. The (economic) diplomacy actions perspective
Representing the interests and policies of their country  
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Global governance institutions and innovation

• Innovation advances in WTO Topics
• IPR (TRIPS/WIPO) 
• Innovation hubs/cluster policies 
• Green technologies (access restrictions?)
• What about internet and digitization in WTO?

• ITU and ISO: role diminishes?

• UN: Paris Agreement on Climate Change

• UNIDO: Industrial policy (social goals)

• ILO: Future of work (social goals)

• Wassenaar Agreement (focus on defence issues)

• But also: OECD, WEF, G8/7, G20, …..
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Concluding remarks

• Less room for global solutions, unless ….

• New coalitions

• Bilateral and multilateral agreements

• More diplomats with deeper understanding

• Fading boundaries between diplomats and stakeholders, between 
diplomatic actions and interest driven actions
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